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ABSTRACT
The single-source shortest path (SSSP) problem is one of the most

important and well-studied graph problems widely used in many

application domains, such as road navigation, neural image recon-

struction, and social network analysis. Although we have known

various SSSP algorithms for decades, implementing one for large-

scale power-law graphs efficiently is still highly challenging today,

because ① a work-efficient SSSP algorithm requires priority-order

traversal of graph data, ② the priority queue needs to be scalable

both in throughput and capacity, and ③ priority-order traversal

requires extensive random memory accesses on graph data.

In this paper, we present SPLAG to accelerate SSSP for power-

law graphs on FPGAs. SPLAG uses a coarse-grained priority queue

(CGPQ) to enable high-throughput priority-order graph traversal

with a large frontier. To mitigate the high-volume random accesses,

SPLAG employs a customized vertex cache (CVC) to reduce off-chip

memory access and improve the throughput to read and update

vertex data. Experimental results on various synthetic and real-

world datasets show up to a 4.9× speedup over state-of-the-art

SSSP accelerators, a 2.6× speedup over 32-thread CPU running at

4.4 GHz, and a 0.9× speedup over an A100 GPU that has 4.1× power

budget and 3.4× HBM bandwidth. Such a high performance would

place SPLAG in the 14th position of the Graph 500 benchmark for

data intensive applications (the highest using a single FPGA) with

only a 45W power budget. SPLAG is written in high-level synthesis

C++ and is fully parameterized, which means it can be easily ported

to various different FPGAs with different configurations. SPLAG is

open-source at https://github.com/UCLA-VAST/splag.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The graph is a universal data structure that models relationships,

connections, and structures. The single-source shortest path (SSSP)

problem, one of the most important and well-studied graph prob-

lems, finds its prevalent application in road navigation [25], telecom

network routing [47], neural image reconstruction [39, 41], and

social network analysis [4]. Although we have known Dijkstra’s

algorithm [22] and its priority queue–based variants [23, 31] for sev-

eral decades, these algorithms are not easily parallelizable, because

increasing parallelism is often at the cost of increasing the total

amount of work as well. As such, efficient parallelization of SSSP

algorithms are still an active field of research [18, 35, 42, 51, 54, 57].

Compared with CPUs and GPUs, FPGAs have the unique ca-

pability of customizing the control flow and data paths, which

has demonstrated tremendous potential in various application do-

mains, including stencil computations [7, 8, 19, 38], neural net-

works [33, 52, 56], and general graph algorithms [5, 28, 55]. This

makes the FPGA a naturally good candidate platform for SSSP accel-

eration, since the high-throughput on-chip priority queues [2, 36]

enable effective control over the trade-off between parallelism and

the amount of work [1, 35]. However, such on-chip priority queue–

based approach has been applied only to uniform-degree planar

graphs, yet many real-world graphs have skewed degree distribu-

tions, which are often modeled using the power law [14]. Compared

with planar graphs, power-law graphs have a much larger frontier

of active vertices, which requires a priority queue with a much

larger capacity. Even worse, such a capacity requirement increases

rapidly as the size of graph grows, making it infeasible to keep the

priority queue on-chip. This is demonstrated in Figure 1.
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g500-13 |V|=8.1k |E|=131k
g500-14 |V|=16k |E|=262k
g500-15 |V|=33k |E|=524k
road-ny |V|=264k |E|=367k
road-col |V|=436k |E|=529k
road-fla |V|=1.1M |E|=1.4M

Figure 1: Change of the number of active vertices as edges
are traversed. The g500 graphs are power-law graphs and the
road graphs are planar graphs.

Another challenge to efficiently implement priority queue–based

SSSP algorithms is that priority-order graph traversal prohibits

many reordering techniques used in many graph accelerators [5,

16, 17, 28, 49, 58], which are vitally important to reducing external

memory traffic and achieving high performance. As such, many

graph accelerators [5, 28, 58] implement the Bellman-Ford algo-

rithm [50] that does not require a priority queue at all. However,

these accelerators work best for algorithms whose amount of work
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is insensitive to the traversal order (e.g., SpMV and PageRank). For

SSSP, the total amount of traversed edges (i.e., amount of work)

can be very different with different traversal orders. We will show

in Section 4.4 that, while the Bellman-Ford algorithm is good for

parallelization and raw traversal throughput, its highly redundant

edge traversal leads to a poorer overall performance for SSSP.

In this paper, we present a new architecture called SPLAG to

accelerate SSSP for power-law graphs. Our contributions include:

• We present a coarse-grained priority queue (CGPQ) that manages

the off-chip memory with an on-chip priority queue and on-

chip buffers. The CGPQ enables high-throughput priority-order

traversal for large-scale power-law graphs.

• We design a customized vertex cache (CVC) to reduce the amount

of random off-chip memory traffic required by the priority-order

graph traversal. By providing application-specific push and pop

operations instead of general-purpose read and write operations,

the CVC also reduces the amount of on-chip memory traffic.

• We implement a parallel variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm on the

FPGA with both high graph traversal throughput and high work-

efficiency using the CGPQ and the CVC. Written in high-level

synthesis (HLS) and open-source at https://github.com/UCLA-
VAST/splag, one can easily port SPLAG to another FPGA.

• We evaluate SPLAG using both synthetic and real-world datasets

and compare it with state-of-the-art SSSP systems. Using all 32

HBM channels on the Alveo U280 FPGA, SPLAG demonstrates up

to 763 MTEPS throughput, a 4.9× speedup over state-of-the-art

accelerators, a 2.6× speedup over multi-thread CPU, and a 0.9×

speedup over an A100 GPU that has 4.1× power budget and 3.4×

HBM bandwidth. Evaluated using the Graph 500 [46] benchmark

for data-intensive applications, SPLAG could be placed in the

14th position with only a 45 W power consumption.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Given a directed graph

1 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸) where each edge 𝑒𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐸 has a

non-negative
2
weight𝑤𝑖, 𝑗 ≥ 0, a path 𝑃 is a sequence of vertices

𝑃 = (𝑣1, · · · , 𝑣𝑛) ∈ 𝑉 × · · · ×𝑉 such that 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑖+1 are connected
by an edge 𝑒𝑖,𝑖+1 ∈ 𝐸 for 1 ≤ 𝑖 < 𝑛. Such a path is called a path

from 𝑢 = 𝑣1 to 𝑣 = 𝑣𝑛 . The shortest path between 𝑢 and 𝑣 is the

path that minimizes the distance from 𝑢 to 𝑣 , i.e.,
∑𝑛−1
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖,𝑖+1. The

single-source shortest path (SSSP) problem aims to find the shortest

path from a given vertex 𝑢 (called the root) to all vertices in the

graph. That is to say, for each vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 , we not only need to

find the shortest distance from 𝑢, but also the sequence of vertices

that connects 𝑢 to 𝑣 . This can be effectively represented by storing

the parent (𝑣𝑖−1) of each 𝑣𝑖 in the output.

2.1 Single-Source Shortest Path Algorithms
Dijkstra’s algorithm [22] keeps two sets of vertices, the visited set

and the active set. Initially, the visited set is empty, and the active

set contains only the root vertex. All vertices are initialized with

a tentative distance of∞, except that the root has distance 0. The

algorithm iteratively removes vertex 𝑢 with the minimum distance

1
An undirected graph is modeled as a directed graph with bidirectional edges.

2
Dijkstra’s algorithm and its variants, including SPLAG, cannot be used on negative-

weighted graphs. In practice, the edge weights represent distances, and are often

non-negative by definition, e.g., network latency, strength of connection, etc.

from the active set, traverses the neighbors of 𝑢, and moves 𝑢 to the

visited set. For each neighbor 𝑣 of 𝑢, a new tentative distance can

be generated by adding the edge weight to the tentative distance of

their parent vertex 𝑢. If this new tentative distance is smaller than

the previously known distance, 𝑣 will get a new tentative distance.

If 𝑣 is not in the active set nor the visited set, it will be moved to the

active set. This compare-and-update operation is called relaxation.

The algorithm terminates when the active set is empty.

The original Dijkstra’s algorithm uses a list to store the active ver-

tices, which necessitates Θ( |𝑉 |) time to find the minimum-distance

vertex. This can be improved by using a priority queue to store

the active vertices, which reduces the time complexity of this step

to Θ(log |𝑉 |) [23, 31]. If all weights are small integers bound by

a constant 𝐶 , Dial’s algorithm [21] can further decrease this time

complexity to Θ(𝐶) with a bucket queue. Dijkstra’s algorithm and

its priority queue–based variants guarantee each edge is visited at

most once, however, at the cost of being hard to parallelize, since

edges from only one vertex can be relaxed at a time.

The Bellman-Ford algorithm [50] employs a different and paral-

lelizable approach to solve the SSSP problem. Instead of selecting the

edges from the minimum active vertex for relaxation, this algorithm

traverses and relaxes all edges iteratively. Allowing parallel relax-

ation on all vertices enables massive parallelism, although doing so

will relax each edge many times and thus is work-inefficient. Unlike

Dijkstra’s algorithm and its variants, the Bellman-Ford algorithm

can handle negative weights and detect negative cycles. However,

its worse-case time complexity of Θ( |𝑉 | |𝐸 |) makes it highly ineffi-

cient when all the edge weights are non-negative, which is quite

common in real-world applications.

The trade-off between parallelism and work-efficiency has mo-

tivated many researchers. The “eager” Dijkstra’s algorithm [20]

exposes more parallelism by relaxing edges in parallel from more

than one vertex with minimal distances. Crauser et al. [15] further

define heuristics to decide edges from how many vertices should be

relaxed in parallel. ∆-stepping [42] and its variants [18, 54] general-

ize Dial’s algorithm [21] by dividing the active vertices into buckets

based on their distances and only select active vertices from the

first non-empty bucket with the smallest distances.

2.2 Other Shortest Path Problems
The single-source shortest path problem is not the only possible

type of shortest path problems. In fact, we can define four shortest

path problems on a given graph 𝐺 :

• The single-pair shortest path problem finds the shortest path from

a given source vertex 𝑢 to a given destination vertex 𝑣 .

• The single-source shortest path problem finds the shortest path

from a given vertex 𝑢 to all vertices in the graph.

• The single-destination shortest path problem finds the shortest

path from all vertices to a given vertex 𝑣 in the graph.

• The all-pairs shortest path problem finds the shortest path be-

tween all pairs of vertices.

The single-pair shortest path problem can be solved using Dijk-

stra’s algorithm with an early termination condition. For multi-

ple single-pair shortest path queries on the same graph, one can

solve them more efficiently by pre-computing the SSSP of some

2
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selected landmarks [25]. The single-destination shortest path prob-

lem can be reduced to SSSP by reverting the direction of edges. The

all-pairs shortest path problem utilizes a different algorithm than

SSSP [3]. However, due to its Θ( |𝑉 |3) time complexity, a complete

solution to the all-pairs shortest path problem is often computa-

tionally intractable for large-scale graphs, in which cases SSSP of

selected/sampled vertices can be used [4]. Altogether, solving the

SSSP problem efficiently can be helpful for all four types of shortest

path problems. We will focus on SSSP in the rest of this paper.

2.3 Single-Source Shortest Path Accelerators
2.3.1 Dijkstra’s Algorithm Accelerators. Takei et al. [51] accelerates
the original Dijkstra’s algorithm and parallelizes both relaxation

and the linear search for the minimum active vertex with a SIMD

architecture. Lei et al. [35] implements Dijkstra’s algorithm with

an on-chip systolic priority queue [36]. Since the systolic priority

queue operates on every data element on each clock cycle, it can-

not leverage dense on-chip storage elements (e.g., BRAMs) and its

capacity does not scale well. A two-level linear-search structure is

used when the number of active vertices grows beyond the capacity

of the queue. Chronos [1] exploits massive speculative parallelism

and can implement the eager version of Dijkstra’s algorithm effi-

ciently. Chronos uses an on-chip pipelined heap [2] to store the

active vertices, which scales better than the systolic priority queue

but still is limited by the size of on-chip storage. Only planar graphs

are evaluated for the above accelerators.

2.3.2 Bellman-Ford Algorithm Accelerators. HitGraph [58] and its

earlier version [57] implement an edge-centric graph accelerator.

Leveraging the larger sequential bandwidth, HitGraph writes the

intermediate relaxation results to DRAMwhen generated and reads

them back when needed. ThunderGP [5] is an HLS-based graph pro-

cessing template that implements highly-parallel graph accelerators

under the vertex-centric gather-apply-scatter model. Unlike Hit-

Graph, ThunderGP updates on-chip vertices directly without gener-

ating off-chip intermediate results. GraphLily [28] is an HLS-based

graph linear algebra overlay implemented on an FPGA equipped

with high-bandwidth memory (HBM). GraphLily can implement

the Bellman-Ford algorithm along with other graph linear algebra

algorithms without reprogramming the FPGA.

In summary, all Dijkstra’s algorithm accelerators are evaluated

using uniform-degree planar graphs only and cannot handle power-

law graphs well due to the demanding requirement of the priority

queue capacity (Figure 1). The Bellman-Ford algorithm accelerators

are evaluated using large-scale power-law graphs, but their work-

efficiency is overlooked. Only the raw edge traversal throughput

is reported, which demonstrates the performance of the graph

processing system, but not the algorithm itself. Even worse, to

reduce the bandwidth requirement, none of the accelerators records

the parent vertex together with the shortest distance. Without the

parent vertex as part of the output, we will not be able to construct

the shortest path tree out of the result, which reduces the usefulness

of the result. Table 1 summarizes the related work.

3 THE SPLAG ACCELERATOR
SPLAG aims to enable high-throughput and work-efficient SSSP

queries for large-scale power-law graphs. This is achieved using

Table 1: Summary of related work. MTEPS measures the al-
gorithm throughput,which is defined as the number of undi-
rected edges in the connected component divided by the exe-
cution time. Since some systems did not report the execution
time, an upper-bound estimation (Section 4.4) is listed here.

System Lang.
Work-

eff.?

Power-

law?
Priority queue? Vertex cache? MTEPS

Chronos [1] RTL Yes No P-heap [2] App.-agnostic 360

GraphLily [28] HLS No Yes No Scratchpad <232

HitGraph [58] RTL No Yes No Scratchpad 46.9

Lei et al. [35] RTL Yes No ExSAPQ [35] No 9.2

Takei et al. [51] RTL Yes No No On-chip only 0.4

ThunderGP [5] HLS No Yes No Scratchpad <122

SPLAG HLS Yes Yes CGPQ (Sec. 3.2) CVC (Sec. 3.3) 763

the architecture shown in Figure 2. The whole SPLAG accelerator

is composed of three major components:

SPLAG (on-chip)  

CGPQ
vertex w/ new 
dist. < knownCVCEdge Fetcher

Edge Memory 
(off-chip)

Vertex Memory 
(off-chip)

Spill Memory 
(off-chip)

vertex w/ 
dist. ≤ known

vertex w/ 
min. dist.

vertex w/ 
new dist.

Bank 1

Bank 0

Bank 1

Bank 0

Partition 1

Partition 0

Figure 2: Architecture overview of the SPLAG accelerator.

• The coarse-grained priority queue (CGPQ) implements a high-

throughput bucket-based priority queue that is scalable to a large

capacity by buffering active vertices on-chip and storing exces-

sive vertices in the off-chip spill memory as fixed-size chunks.

Section 3.2 will provide more details about the CGPQ.

• The customized vertex cache (CVC) provides high-throughput

access to the vertex data, which are initially stored in the off-

chip vertex memory. Unlike a standard cache with read and write

interfaces, the CVC provides application-specific interfaces for

updating vertices and filtering redundant updates. Section 3.3

will review the internals of the CVC.

• The edge fetcher (EF) traverses neighbors of an active vertex and

calculates the new tentative distance. The off-chip edge memory

stores the edge list in the compressed sparse row (CSR) format.

Section 3.4 will discuss the edge fetcher.

To enable concurrent processing, we partition all the three major

components internally. We use multi-stage switch networks [34]

to improve the clock frequency without sacrificing the through-

put [11] when all-to-all concurrent communication is required.

Besides the three major components, the SPLAG accelerator also

contains a dispatcher responsible for injecting the first active vertex,

controlling program termination, and collecting statistics. The host

program initializes the vertex and edge memory.

3.1 The SPLAG Algorithm
The SPLAG architecture implements a variant of Dijkstra’s algo-

rithm, shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is designed to expose

as much parallelism as possible while minimizing the amount of

work. It exploits two levels of parallelism by ① relaxing edges from

multiple active vertices at the same time (Line 4 in Algorithm 1),

and ② relaxing multiple edges of the same active vertex at the

same time (Line 7 in Algorithm 1). Moreover, SPLAG executes the

3



Algorithm 1 SPLAG’s variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Require: A graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸) and 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 ∈ 𝑉

Ensure: 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 represent the shortest-path tree from 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡

1: 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 = [{𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = ∞, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = null }, · · · ]
2: 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 [𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡] = [{𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 0, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡}]
3: 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 = [{𝑖𝑑 = 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 0, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡}]
4: while not 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒.empty() in parallel do
5: 𝑢 = 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒.pop() ⊲ CGPQ

6: if 𝑢.𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 ≤ 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 [𝑢.𝑖𝑑] .𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 then ⊲ CVC

7: for all 𝑒 = 𝑢.𝑖𝑑 → 𝑣𝑖𝑑 ∈ 𝐸 in parallel do ⊲ Edge Fetcher

8: if 𝑣𝑖𝑑 ≠ 𝑢.𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 then ⊲ Edge Fetcher

9: 𝑑 = 𝑢.𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝑒.𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ⊲ Edge Fetcher

10: if 𝑑 < 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 [𝑣𝑖𝑑] .𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 then3 ⊲ CVC

11: 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 [𝑣𝑖𝑑] = {𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝑑, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑢.𝑖𝑑} ⊲ CVC

12: 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒.push({𝑖𝑑 = 𝑣𝑖𝑑, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝑑, 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑢.𝑖𝑑}) ⊲ CGPQ

algorithm asynchronously, which means the next iteration of the

outer loop (Line 4) can start before the previous one finishes, avoid-

ing load imbalance caused by skewed degree distribution. This,

however, makes it possible to terminate the program prematurely

because the 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 may be temporarily empty before active vertices

are pushed to the 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 in Line 12. To solve this problem, we delay

the program termination by a short, fixed amount of clock cycles

to make sure any in-progress operation has been completed.

Highly parallel execution of Dijkstra’s algorithm may lead to

highly redundant amount of work. That is, the number of edge

traversal may be greater than the number of edges in the connected

component. SPLAG reduces the amount of work using the condi-

tional statement shown in Line 6 of Algorithm 1. It can filter out

vertices that are updated many times. For example, for an SSSP

query from root vertex A on the graph shown in Figure 3, vertex

A generates a path to D with a tentative distance of 8 and vertex

B generates a path to D with a tentative distance of 3+2=5. With-

out Line 6 in Algorithm 1, neighbors of vertex D will be traversed

twice because D will be popped twice in Line 5 with two different

distances. With Line 6 and the priority queue, vertex D with the

smaller tentative distance 5 will be popped first, and the second pop

will be filtered out because a smaller distance is already known.

3
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Figure 3: A graph with 5 vertices and 7 edges.

To further reduce redundant edge traversal, SPLAG applies an-

other optimization named never-look-back. Noticing that a vertex

always has a smaller distance than its children in the SSSP tree,

SPLAG skips the parent of a vertex 𝑣 when it traverses the neigh-

bors of 𝑣 . For example, for an SSSP query from root vertex A in

Figure 3, A generates a path to B with tentative distance 3 and

parent A. When SPLAG traverses neighbors of B, it will skip A and

only traverse C, D, and E, since A is the parent of B, and we know

A must already have a smaller distance than B.

3
Line 10 and Line 11 must be atomic. The CVC takes care of this in SPLAG.

3.2 The Coarse-Grained Priority Queue
A high-throughput and work-efficient SSSP accelerator for power-

law graphs requires high-throughput priority-order graph traversal.

Therefore, there are two design objectives for the priority queue: ①
the priority queue must have a large capacity and utilize off-chip

memory efficiently, and ② the priority queue must support high
throughput push and pop operations. In this section, we present

our solution named the coarse-grained priority queue (CGPQ).

Noticing that a strict priority queue exposes too little parallelism

and is not necessary for correctness, we take a coarse-grained

bucket-based approach to achieve the two design objectives. Using

a pre-selected ∆, we can divide the active vertices into many buck-

ets based on the distance from the root, and, e.g., store a vertex with

tentative distance 𝑑 in bucket

[
𝑑
Δ

]
. Vertices in the same bucket are

considered to have the same priority and can be accessed in simple

first-in-first-out (FIFO) order.

While it seems trivial to implement such a simple bucket-based

CGPQ, the dynamic nature of the SSSP problem actually imposes

significant challenges: themaximum size of each bucket is unknown

before the program execution. While we can pessimistically reserve

consecutive memory space for each bucket, doing so will likely

result in a significant waste of memory since the overall utilization

of memory would be low, which limits the scalability in terms

of capacity. Figure 4 shows an example of how the sizes of 32

buckets change as edges are traversed. We can see that different

buckets are utilized differently. If we reserve memory based on

the maximum size of all the buckets, 63% of the reserved memory

will be unnecessary. In fact, we must reserve even more because

we must account for the worse case among all SSSP queries on all

datasets. To avoid such memory waste, one can employ a linked list

to allocate memory space dynamically, but such a data structure

not only has the storage overhead for the node pointers, but also

is slow due to random accesses. A commonly used data structure

that achieves a compromise between a fixed-size array and a linked

list is often called a double-ended queue (deque), which is a linked

list of fixed-size arrays. The use of linked lists, however, are still

inefficient for implementation on FPGA.

0 1 2 3 4
Number of Traversed Edges 1e6

0

2500

5000

Bu
ck

et
 S
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e

Figure 4: Sizes of 32 buckets as edges are traversed in the
g500-15 dataset. Each line represents a bucket.

The CGPQ is inspired by the deque data structure. Similar to a

deque, the CGPQ manages off-chip active vertices in a unit of fixed-

size chunks. Unlike a deque, the CGPQ manages the position and

priority of the chunks with an on-chip priority queue, instead of

linked lists. Figure 5 demonstrates how the on-chip chunk priority

queue (CPQ) orchestrates the off-chip memory accesses to enforce

the priority ordering of vertices. While the example shows 4-vertex

chunks, in practice, the chunks are typically hundreds or thousands

of vertices large to make sure the on-chip priority queue does not
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Figure 5: An example of the CGPQ orchestrating chunks of vertices. ① Initially the CGPQ contains one chunk of four vertices
stored off-chip and its reference stored on-chip. The on-chip reference stores the bucket number and a pointer to the off-
chip memory position. ② Another chunk of four vertices is added. The new chunk belongs to Bucket 0 and thus has higher
priority. Therefore, it is stored on-chip at a position with a higher priority. The on-chip reference of the old chunk is moved
to a position with a lower priority. Meanwhile, the off-chip memory only needs to append the newly added vertices without
moving existing ones. ③ Another chunk for Bucket 5 is added. ④ The chunk with the highest priority is removed. The chunk
reference is popped from the on-chip priority queue and the pointer is used to read the vertices from the off-chip memory.
On-chip chunk references are reorganized to maintain the priority queue structure while off-chip data are not moved.

overflow. Therefore, the off-chip memory is always accessed in

large chunk of vertices, which guarantees high memory bandwidth

utilization. As such, the CGPQ can scale to a large capacity without

a significant waste of the memory space or bandwidth.

Figure 6 shows the architectural overview of a CGPQ with two

push ports and two pop ports, which allows two vertices to be

pushed and two vertices to be popped in parallel. Each input vertex

will be assigned a bucket by the bucket assigner using a pre-selected

∆. The CGPQ then buffers on-chip at least one chunk of active

vertices for each bucket, enabling high-throughput push and pop

operations. Section 3.2.1 discusses more details about the chunk

buffer and its two-level partitioning mechanism, which further

enables concurrent operations and makes it possible to achieve

our high-throughput design objective. When the buffer is (almost)

full, vertices will be offloaded to the off-chip spill memory as a

whole chunk. The chunk priority queue orchestrates the chunks

between the on-chip chunk buffer and the off-chip spill memory, as

demonstrated in Figure 5. Section 3.2.3 further discusses how we

dynamically and collaboratively schedule the off-chip operations

together with the on-chip push and pop operations. Such dynamic

management allows the memory space to be used in a compact way,

making it possible to achieve our large-capacity design objective.

   CGPQ 

 (on-chip)

Chunk

Buffer

Bucket Assigner

Bucket Assigner

Chunk Priority eue Spill Memory (off-chip)

Pop PortPush Port

Pop PortPush Port

Figure 6: A CGPQ with two push ports and two pop ports.
The number of ports can be different for push and pop and
is larger than two in the actual design (Table 3 on page 8).

3.2.1 The Chunk Buffer. The chunk buffer is the key to achieving

highly concurrent push and pop throughput while supporting large

queue capacity. As a priority queue, the two basic operations are

push and pop. To achieve the large-capacity design objective, the

chunk buffermust additionally support the spill and refill operations

to store excessive vertices in the off-chip spill memory. The spill

operation moves a chunk of vertices from the on-chip chunk buffer

to the off-chip spill memory. The refill operation moves a chunk of

vertices from the off-chip spill memory back to refill the on-chip

chunk buffer. To achieve the high-throughput design objective, all

four operations must be able to parallelize.

To support concurrent push operations, the chunk buffer is in-

ternally partitioned by buckets so that different buckets can be

accessed in parallel. This is called inter-bucket parallelism. Figure 7

shows the architecture of the chunk buffer. Since each vertex may

belong to any bucket partition, this requires an all-to-all commu-

nication pattern. After each incoming active vertex is assigned a

bucket and is sent to the chunk buffer, it will first be routed through

the switch network based on its bucket partition ID.

Chunk Buffer (on-chip)

Bucket 

Partition 0

Bucket 

Partition 1
Refill Port 

Switch

Network

Push Port 

Push Port 

Spill Port

 

 

Splier
Pop Port

Pop Port

Figure 7: The chunk buffer in Figure 6. Data paths in bold
transfer multiple data elements in lockstep.

Each bucket has its own on-chip storage in the chunk buffer

called the bucket buffer (BB). Each BB is accessed in FIFO order as

a circular buffer. The chunk buffer maintains the write and read

pointers of each BB. Figure 8 shows the data layout of the chunk

buffer in Figure 7. The numbers in brackets are the array indices of

each vertex in each BB. For example, the first three active vertices

assigned to Bucket 0 will be written to memory positions [0], [1],
and [2] in BB 0 in three clock cycles, which can happen in parallel

when Bucket 1 or Bucket 3 (but not Bucket 2) is being written.

In Figure 7, only one vertex may be routed to each bucket par-

tition. While each bucket partition can in fact consume multiple

vertices in each clock cycle, we do not exploit the parallelism to

push vertices with each bucket partition. The rationale is as follows.

On the one hand, we observe that the incoming vertices are roughly

evenly distributed among all buckets in the beginning of execution

where the push operations are the most intensive. Figure 4 shows

such an example: almost all bucket sizes increase rapidly before

the bucket sizes hit ~500. The switch network can further absorb

temporary unbalances. Therefore, pushing only one vertex to each

bucket partition does not impose a significant throughput decrease.

On the other hand, we observe that unlike pop operations (which
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Figure 8: Data layout of the chunk buffer in Figure 7. Each
push port requires a bucket partition and each pop port re-
quires a URAM bank, so there are two bucket partitions and
each bucket partition has two banks. Each bucket buffer (BB)
is used as a circular buffer. The numbers in brackets are the
array indices of the vertices in each BB.

we will discuss later), push operations cannot be coalesced and

aligned, since we can never know when/if the next vertex to the

same bucket will arrive. Therefore, each incoming vertex may fall

in any bank in the bucket partition. Unlike the routing problem

among different bucket partitions whose destination is determined

solely by its distance and thus can use a multi-stage switch network,

the bank ID to which a vertex shall be written is determined by

the runtime conditions in the buffer. Restricting the push rate to

each bucket partition not only reduces resource utilization, but also

removes a potential critical path in the whole accelerator. As such,

we only exploit inter-bucket parallelism for push operations.

For pop operations, since we only pop from a single non-empty

bucket with the smallest distance, the inter-bucket parallelism

among different bucket partitions cannot be exploited. Therefore,

we further partition each bucket partition cyclically into URAM

banks so that multiple vertices can be accessed at the same time.

This is called the intra-bucket parallelism. With the intra-bucket par-

allelism, we can then pop multiple vertices from the same bucket in

a single clock cycle. These vertices then go through coalesced data

paths in lockstep and are eventually split into individual data paths.

In Figure 7 and Figure 8, since there are two pop ports, each bucket

partition is divided into two banks and the coalesced data paths are

two-element-wide to match the data rate of pop operations.

Note that a bucket may have fewer valid vertices than the intra-

bucket parallel factor. In such cases, null vertices padding will be

filled in the coalesced data paths. The splitter in Figure 7 detects

and removes the null vertices when sending the coalesced vertices

into individual pop ports. To simplify the logic to determine the

validity of popped vertices, we require that the pop operations are

always aligned; null vertices will be written to the BB in case a pop

operation performs a partial read. For example, let there be three

valid vertices in Bucket 0 in Figure 8 stored in [0], [1], and [2].
The first pop operation will read two vertices from [0] and [1]
respectively, which are aligned to the intra-bucket parallel factor

2. The second pop operation will only read one valid vertex from

[2]. This is not an aligned operation. If we allow such unaligned

operations and later a new vertex is written to [3] in Bucket 0, we

will have to be able to read one single valid vertex from [3] while

marking vertices from other banks null. This complicates the design.

Instead, in case of unaligned operations, we will force alignment

and adjust the write pointer in addition to the read pointer to fill

in the unaligned locations. Using the same example above, when

the second pop operation reads the vertex from [2], it will move

both the read pointer and the write pointer to [4] so that the next

incoming vertex will be stored in [4] instead of [3]. Note that this
alignment enforcement does not sacrifice the maximum capacity

of each circular buffer. As such, unaligned pop operations will only

insert null vertices in higher locations, which simplifies the pop

operation logic without affecting other operations.

Intra-bucket parallelism enables not only concurrent pop opera-

tions, but also faster spill/refill operations by reading from/writing

to all URAM banks in each bucket partition. Figure 7 shows the data

paths for the spill and refill operations. Section 3.2.3 will discuss

how the four operations are scheduled. Note that we cannot guar-

antee each spill/refill operation is aligned. For example, in Figure 8,

the read pointer may point to position [1] when a spill operation

is scheduled, which means the spill operation should read [1] and

[2] in the first clock cycle. This is why we have to partition each

bucket partition into individual memory banks instead of reshaping

the data structure to use a single-bank memory with a wider width.

3.2.2 The Chunk Priority Queue. The chunk buffer is on-chip and

limited in size. To accomplish the large capacity design objective,

when a bucket buffer (BB) is almost full, it will spill to the off-chip

memory. When spilling happens, a chunk reference will be created

with the off-chip memory pointer and the bucket associated with

that chunk. This chunk reference will be pushed into an on-chip

chunk priority queue (CPQ) so that when the BB has enough space,

the off-chip chunks can be refilled in priority order. Figure 5 shows

an example of spilling and refilling. Since each chunk contains

many vertices, the capacity of the CPQ can be much smaller than

the whole CGPQ, and the CPQ can be on-chip only. Since the off-

chip access has a long latency (> 100 ns [13]), a regular binary heap

suffices for the CPQ. Other on-chip priority queue data structures

such as the systolic priority queue or pipelined heap require more

memory banks and are thus less efficient, so we do not use those.

3.2.3 Scheduling the Operations. The potential bank conflicts and

multi-cycle operation of spilling and refilling bring challenges to

schedule the four operations correctly without deadlock. Moreover,

the spill memory is shared by all bucket partitions to maximize the

utilization of the external memory. To avoid deadlock, the general

scheduling rules are: ① always make sure multi-cycle operations,

i.e., spilling and refilling, can finish without indefinite stalling. This

not only simplifies the inter-operation dependency, but also helps

to improve off-chip memory utilization since memory requests will

not be stalled by the chunk buffer; ② prioritize push operations

over pop operations since pop operations may generate more push

operations; ③ each bucket partition only has one read port and one

write port. Details for scheduling each operation are as follows.

The push operation is scheduled on a bucket partition when an

incoming vertex is available on the push port, unless: ① The write

port is occupied by an active refill operation. ② There is insufficient

buffer space for the target bucket. This includes the case when the

BB is full and the case when future refill operations exhaust the

available space. For example, let each chunk contain 4 vertices and

the BB can hold up to 8 vertices. A refill operation is scheduled

when the BB only has 2 vertices. Push operations can be scheduled

before refilling data are fetched from the off-chip memory (which

takes many clock cycles), until there are 4 vertices in the BB. We

will not schedule another push operation when the BB contains 4

vertices since if we do, the refill operation would stall indefinitely
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when no pop operation is scheduled and the BB does not have

sufficient space for the last vertex.

The pop operation is scheduled for the non-empty BB with the

highest priority, unless: ① The output pop port is full. ② The read

port is occupied by an active spill operation.③ There are insufficient

vertices. ④ The pop operation is unaligned and the write port is

used by a push or refill operation.

A BB is selected for spilling if its size exceeds a pre-defined

threshold (e.g., 3/4 BB capacity) and there is no spilling or refilling

already scheduled (which occupies the off-chip memory). If multiple

BBs are almost full, we start spilling the one with the lowest priority.

Once a BB is scheduled for spilling, the whole chunk must be moved

to the off-chip memory, which takes multiple clock cycles. That BB

will continue the spilling operation in the following clock cycles

unless the memory channel is busy.

The top bucket in the CPQ is selected for refilling if its size is

below a pre-defined threshold (e.g., 1/4 BB capacity), and there is no

spilling already scheduled. Since there is a long latency between the

off-chip memory read request and the data response, we allow at

most one refilling operation to be scheduled while another one is in

process, which can help to hide this long latency. Once scheduled,

the refilling operation will continue in the follow clock cycles unless

the memory channel is not ready with the appropriate data.

The above scheduling mechanism guarantees that spilling and

refilling operations will not block indefinitely. Moreover, given a

finite number of push operations and properly chosen thresholds,

spilling and refilling operations will be scheduled for finite times,

all of which will eventually complete. Therefore, assuming the

spill memory is sufficiently large, spill operations will eventually

unblock push operations blocked by insufficient buffer space, so

push operations will not block indefinitely either. As a result, the

rest of the accelerator is always able to make progress, which will

eventually unblock pop operations blocked by full output. This

means none of the four operations will block indefinitely and the

scheduling is deadlock-free.

3.3 The Customized Vertex Cache
With a high-throughput and large-capacity CGPQ, we still need a

carefully designed accelerator that can keep up with the through-

put. The priority-order graph traversal generates extensive random

memory accesses that are infeasible to reorder for better off-chip

bandwidth utilization, making it even more challenging to create

a fast SSSP accelerator. We could employ a classic memory cache

to mitigate the random accesses on the vertex data, but it would

produce lower quality of results due to its application-agnostic

nature. Noticing that the tentative distance of each vertex mono-

tonically decreases, we can take advantage of this property and

simplify the accelerator design. In SPLAG, we create the customized

vertex cache (CVC) to help ① reduce the off-chip memory traffic

by caching vertex data on-chip, and ② reduce on-chip memory

requests by taking advantages of the fact that the tentative distance

of each vertex is monotonically decreasing. The CVC provides two

basic operations: ① The updating operation consumes as input a

vertex with a new distance and its corresponding parent vertex ID.

The CVC updates the tentative distance and the tentative parent of

a vertex if and only if the input distance is smaller than the existing

value. If the update happens, the updated vertex is pushed to the

CGPQ. ② The filtering operation takes as input a vertex popped

from the CGPQ. The CVC compares the tentative distance of the

input and the existing value and checks if the input is “stale”, i.e.,

its tentative distance has been updated to a smaller value. Only if

the input vertex is not stale, will the CVC forward the input from

the CGPQ to the edge fetcher to traverse its neighbors.

                      Customized Vertex Cache (on-chip)  
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Figure 9: A customized vertex cache with two banks. Both
the on-chip and off-chipmemory are partitioned into banks.
Vertices are cyclically assigned to each bank. The two switch
networks route requests based on the bank ID.

Figure 9 shows the architecture of a CVC. For high-throughput

memory accesses, the vertices are cyclically partitioned into mul-

tiple banks. Each CVC bank has two pairs of ports, one pair for

updating and another for filtering. The updating ports are con-

nected to the edge fetcher, which is responsible for generating

vertices with new tentative distances. Since each vertex may have

neighbors in any CVC bank, a switch network is used to route the

updating inputs to the correct bank. Similarly, the filtering ports

are connected to the CGPQ and a switch network is used to route

the filtering inputs to the correct bank.

The CVC is fully pipelined. Each CVC bank can serve one request

per cycle on hit. The initiation interval for miss requests is two,

because it takes one cycle to send and another cycle to receive

the off-chip memory request. The memory requests are pipelined,

and their long latency can be hidden by overlapping them with

each other. Each CVC bank implements a direct-mapped write-

back cache. We do not employ a set-associative cache since the hit

rate improvement does not make up the frequency degradation

caused by its complexity. Each cache entry keeps a dirty bit to

indicate whether its content should be written back on cache miss

or program termination. Each entry also keeps a writing bit to

indicate that its content is being written back, and another dirty

cache miss must stall until the write finishes.

Coordinating memory reads from DRAM is more complicated

than writes, because both update requests and filter requests can

generate DRAM reads. On cache miss, we store the tentative dis-

tance and parent in the incoming vertex as the tentatively known

data, and do not generate the output until the off-chip data are

available. The CVC treats off-chip read caused by updating and

filtering differently when they arrive, therefore each cache entry in

the CVC has two different reading states. Figure 10 shows the finite-

state machine of a CVC entry for memory reads. When an off-chip

read for updating finishes, the CVC compares the distances and

generates an update if the incoming vertex has a smaller distance.

If another updating request arrives for the same vertex before the

read data arrive, the cache entry is updated on-chip to keep only
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Figure 10: The finite-state machine for memory reads in the
CVC. The initial invalid state can only transfer to reading
for updating because each vertex cannot be filtered before
being updated first. Dirty and writing states can bemanaged
independent of the states for reading and are not included
in the figure. Miss on reading will stall the request until the
request until the entry is no longer reading, so there is no
state transition from reading states on miss.

the smallest tentative distance. This application-specific optimiza-

tion reduces on-chip memory traffic while hiding off-chip memory

latency. When an off-chip read for filtering finishes, the CVC com-

pares the distances and discards the request if the incoming vertex

has a greater distance (which means the popped vertex is “stale”).

If another filtering request arrives for the same vertex before the

read data arrive, the cache entry is updated on-chip to keep only

the smallest tentative distance. If an updating request arrives when

an entry is reading for a filtering request, the CVC compares the

distances and marks the purpose of the reading updating if the up-

dating request has a smaller distance. This is because if the updating

request has a smaller distance, the filtering request would become

stale and should be discarded. Otherwise, the updating request is

not generating an update and the filtering request should continue.

Similarly, if a filtering request arrives when an entry is reading for

an updating request, the CVC compares the distances and marks the

purpose of the reading filtering if the filtering request’s tentative

distance is smaller than or equal to the updating request.

3.4 The Edge Fetcher
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 (on-chip)

     Edge     
  Memory   
 (off-chip) 

Edge 

Memory

Bank 1

Edge Reader #0

Edge 

Memory

Bank 0
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from Vertex

Cache

to Vertex

Cache

Distance PE #1

Distance PE #0

Figure 11: Edge fetcher with two banks. Each bank stores
edges whose vertices in the corresponding vertex partition.
Bold lines are coalesced data paths that transfer multiple
vertices in lockstep.

The edge fetcher traverses neighbors of active vertices filtered

by the CVC and calculates the new tentative distances of the neigh-

bors. Figure 11 shows the architecture of the edge fetcher. The edge

fetcher exploits two levels of parallelism: ① the edges are parti-

tioned into multiple banks based on the source vertex ID so that

neighbors of different vertices are traversed at the same time, and ②
the edges are coalesced into wide vectors so that multiple neighbors

Table 2: Graph datasets evaluated on SPLAG. 𝑑max and 𝑑avg
denote the maximum and average degree, respectively.

Dataset |𝑉 | |𝐸 | 𝑑max 𝑑avg Source

amzn 2.1M 5.8M 12k 2.7 Amazon product ratings [45]

dblp 540k 15M 3.3k 28 DBLP Paper Coauthors [24]

digg 872k 4.0M 31k 4.5 Users from digg.com [48]

flickr 2.3M 33M 34k 14 Flicker users [43]

g500-𝑁 2
𝑁

2
𝑁+4

2
0.6𝑁+5

16 Graph 500 datasets [46]

hlwd-09 1.1M 58M 12k 50 Actor collaboration [48]

orkut 3.0M 106M 28k 36 Orkut social network [48]

rmat-21 2.1M 91M 214k 44 A Kronecker graph [37]

wiki 274k 2.9M 3.4k 11 Wiki article–word graph [48]

youtube 3.2M 12.2M 130k 3.8 YouTube users [44]

are traversed at the same time. The edge fetcher is fully pipelined

without turnaround time for different input vertices, meaning if

there are no bubbles in the input vertices, the edge fetcher will not

insert any bubbles to the output (unless the off-chip memory does

not keep up with the data rate).

4 EVALUATION
We evaluate SPLAG with both synthetic and real-world graph

datasets. Table 2 shows the details of the datasets. All graphs are

undirected. For each dataset, we sample 64 vertices that are con-

nected to at least one other vertex and report the harmonic mean

since the metrics are ratios. All experimental results are collected

from on-board execution. Performance counters are inserted to the

accelerator to collect the relevant metrics.

We implement SPLAG using an open-source extension to HLS

C++, TAPA [10], to leverage the convenient peeking interfaces,

fast software simulation [6, 12], asynchronous memory interfaces,

simplified host-kernel interfaces, and coarse-grained floorplan-

ning [26, 27]. Our implementation targets the Alveo U280 board

with 32 high-bandwidth memory (HBM) channels. Table 3 summa-

rizes the design parameters. We determine the design parameters as

follows: to maximize the utilization of the switch networks, we only

select powers of 2 for #bank and #HBM. We allocate as many #HBM

as possible to CVC for its intensive random accesses, and evenly

distribute the rest between EF and CGPQ. For CVC, capacity/bank

maximizes the URAM utilization. For EF, coalescing factor matches

#bank of CVC and EF. For CGPQ, #port matches #bank of CVC. CPQ

capacity and #bucket are maximized without exceeding the timing

critical path in CVC. Chunk size matches the capacity of HBM and

CPQ. BB capacity doubles the chunk size. Spill (refill) threshold is

empirically chosen as ¾ (¼) of BB capacity.

Table 3: Design parameters of the SPLAG accelerator.

CGPQ
#Push Port 16 BB Cap. 2048 #HBM 8

#Pop Port 16 Spill Thre. 1536 #Bucket 128

Chunk Size 1024 Refill Thre. 512 CPQ Cap. 256k

CVC Capacity/Bank 64k #Bank 16 #HBM 16

EF Coalescing Fac. 2 #Bank 8 #HBM 8

We use Vitis 2021.1 for hardware implementation. The post-

implementation reports suggest that the whole accelerator, includ-

ing the Vitis shell platform, utilizes 75% CLBs, 6.3% DSPs, 14%

BRAMs, and 83% URAMs with a 45W power budget (including
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Figure 12: Percentage of spilled vertices among all vertices
pushed to the CGPQ.
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Figure 13: Percentage ofCVC idling. Low idling suggests that
the CGPQ can pop vertices with a high throughput.

the HBM). There are 162840 CLBs, 9024 DSPs, 2016 BRAMs, and

960 URAMs available. The accelerator is clocked at 130MHz with

critical paths caused by the extensive usage of URAMs in the CVC.

4.1 Evaluation of the CGPQ
Figure 12 shows the percentage of spilled vertices among all vertices

pushed to the CGPQ. We can see that for large datasets, almost all

active vertices are spilled to the off-chip memory. Moreover, the

scaling from g500-15 to g500-22 matches the trend of active vertices

shown in Figure 1 on page 1. This suggests that our CGPQ design

has accomplished the large-capacity design objective.

Figure 13 shows the percentage of idling cycles of the CVC. Note

that CVC idling can be caused by either empty CGPQ or insufficient

pop throughput; the performance counters cannot tell the reason

for idling. Moreover, the CVC never stalls because the CGPQ push

port is full in any of the evaluations. <8% CVC idling and 0% CVC

stalling caused by the CGPQ suggest that our CGPQ design has

accomplished the high-throughput design objective.

4.2 Evaluation of the CVC
Figure 14 shows the CVC read and write hit rate. We found that the

hit rate highly depends on the number of vertices of the dataset:

the g500-𝑁 series show a clear dropping trend when vertex count

increases, and larger datasets (e.g., amzn, flickr, orkut, youtube)

tend to have lower hit rate in general. Nevertheless, even for the

largest datasets, the read and write hit rate is still higher than 80%

and 50%, indicating effective caching.

Figure 15 shows the percentage of traversed edges that generated

an active vertex with a new distance. We can see that CVC filtering

is very effective in reducing redundant edge traversal.
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Figure 14: Read and write hit rate of the CVC.
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Figure 15: Percentage of active vertices among all traversed
edges. Active vertices are either ① discarded by CVC filter-
ing, or ② processed by the edge fetcher. The rest of traversed
edges did not generate active vertices during CVC updating.

4.3 Overall Evaluation of SPLAG
Figure 16 shows the throughput achieved by SPLAG. The traversal

throughput is defined as the number of traversed edges divided by

the kernel execution time, which reflects the processing capability

of the hardware but not the performance of the algorithm itself.

The traversal throughput counts directed edges because only one

direction can be traversed at a time. The algorithm throughput is

defined as the number of undirected edges in the connected com-

ponent of the root vertex divided by the kernel execution time,

which measures the overall performance of the SSSP algorithm,

including both the graph traversal throughput and the work effi-

ciency. The algorithm throughput metric is used by the Graph 500

benchmark for data intensive applications [46]. We measured 504

MTEPS throughput under this metric using the g500-21 dataset,

which could be ranked at the 14th position of the Graph 500 June

2021 SSSP list [40]. To the best of our knowledge, SPLAG is the

first FPGA accelerator that can achieve such a ranking. The imme-

diate preceding system on that list (at the 13th position) used an

8-node/128-core cluster to achieve 656 MTEPS throughput, while

SPLAG works on a single FPGA board with only 45 W power bud-

get. Beyond the Graph 500 datasets, the dblp dataset achieves the

highest 763 MTEPS algorithm throughput.

Figure 17 further shows the work efficiency achieved by SPLAG.

The work efficiency metric, amount of work, is normalized to the

number of directed edges in the traversed connected component.

Therefore, Dijkstra’s algorithm generally achieves the amount of

work of 1. Thanks to the never-look-back optimization (Section 3.1),

SPLAG can even achieve < 1 amount of work for some datasets.

4.4 Comparison with Other SSSP Systems
Table 4 compares SPLAG against a multi-thread CPU baseline, a

GPU baseline, and three state-of-the-art graph accelerators. The
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Figure 17: Normalized amount of work achieved by SPLAG.
This is defined as the number of traversed edges divided by
the number of directed edges in the connected component.
Lower is better. Some benchmarks have < 1 amount of work
because of the never-look-back optimization (Section 3.1).

CPU baseline is based on the latest Galois [29, 32], which runs the

∆-stepping [42] algorithm. Galois is a well-established concurrent

graph library designed for graph analytics algorithms [29]. We

modified the implementation from Galois to use floating-point

distances and record the parent IDs [30]. The server has two Xeon

Gold 6244 CPUs, which have 32 threads in total running at 4.4 GHz.

The CPU baseline achieves better work efficiency than the Bellman-

Ford accelerators, but is still less efficient than SPLAG due to its

application-agnostic memory system.

The GPU baseline is based on the floating-point version of

ADDS [54]. We modified the implementation from [54] to run on

the Nvidia A100 GPU and record the parent IDs [53]. The GPU

baseline has the highest throughput among all systems (including

SPLAG), although that is achieved using a 1555 GB/s HBM and up

to 186 W power consumption (reported by nvidia-smi), while the
U280 FPGA only has a 460 GB/s HBM and a 45 W power budget

(post-implementation report; xbutil reports lower power).
Previous Dijkstra’s algorithm accelerators were not evaluated

using power-law graphs. All three FPGA accelerators implement

the Bellman-Ford algorithm. We use the performance numbers re-

ported in each paper. Considering the fact that the previous works

do not record the parent vertex ID in the vertex data while SPLAG

does, we halve the traversal throughput of the previous works.

Since ThunderGP [5] and HitGraph [58] use DDR-based FPGAs,

we port SPLAG to a DDR-based FPGA (U250) for fair comparisons.

Because HitGraph is simulated using a smaller chip, we further

Table 4: SPLAG compared against other SSSP systems.

Dataset System Algorithm Hardware
MTEPS SPLAG’s

SpeedupTrav. Algo.

hlwd-09

Galois [32] ∆-stepping [42] Xeon 6244 CPU 1229 211 2.6×
ADDS [54] ADDS [54] A100 40G GPU 31242 1455 0.4×

GraphLily [28] Bellman-Ford [50] U280 FPGA 4670 < 232 > 2.3×
SPLAG SPLAG U280 FPGA 1744 543 1×

ThunderGP [5] Bellman-Ford [50] U250 FPGA 2454 < 122 > 2.6×
SPLAG SPLAG U250 FPGA 756 315 1×

rmat-21

Galois [32] ∆-stepping [42] Xeon 6244 CPU 930 254 1.9×
ADDS [54] ADDS [54] A100 40G GPU 15878 530 0.9×

GraphLily [28] Bellman-Ford [50] U280 FPGA 2823 < 195 > 2.5×
SPLAG SPLAG U280 FPGA 1354 494 1×

HitGraph [58] Bellman-Ford [50] VU5P FPGA 2152 46.9 4.9×
SPLAG SPLAG VU5P FPGA 533 228 1×

restrict the resource usage on U250 for fair comparison. Since Thun-

derGP and GraphLily [28] do not report the absolute execution time,

we calculate the upper-bound of their algorithm throughput based

on a CPU implementation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm [9]. This

CPU implementation applies push-based graph traversal and edges

are traversed only if the vertex is updated in the previous iter-

ation. Due to lower parallelism, push-based traversal usually is

only adopted when the graph traversal frontier is small [28], and

pull-based traversal generates more redundant traversal. Therefore,

our calculation gives a lower-bound of the number of traversed

edges. Still, SPLAG is at least 2.3× faster. Note that the three FPGA

baselines are powerful general-purpose graph processing systems.

Many graph algorithms (e.g., PageRank) are very well-accelerated

by these systems, yet SPLAG is not capable of the same. However,

while they can support some application-specific optimizations like

pruning and early-termination for SSSP, further customization by

SPLAG, especially with efficient support of order-sensitive edge

traversal, leads to better performance at the expense of some lose

of generality.

5 CONCLUSION
We present SPLAG to accelerate the SSSP algorithm for power-law

graphs on FPGAs. Two components in SPLAG are key to achieving

the acceleration: The coarse-grained priority queue (CGPQ) uses an

on-chip priority queue to orchestrate the off-chip memory accesses

and enables high-throughput priority-order graph traversal with

a large queue capacity. The customized vertex cache (CVC) imple-

ments two application-specific operations to reduce the amount

of off-chip memory access and improve the throughput of random

memory accesses imposed by priority-order graph traversal. Ex-

perimental results on various synthetic and real-world datasets on

an HBM-equipped FPGA demonstrate up to 763 MTEPS overall

throughput and a 4.9× speedup over state-of-the-art accelerators.
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